Abstract. Let X R 2 be a nite union of bounded polytopes and let T : X ! X be piecewise a ne and eventually expanding. Then the Perron-Probenius operator L of T is quasicompact as an operator on the space of functions of bounded variation on R 2 and its isolated eigenvalues (including multiplicities) are just the reciprocals of the poles of the dynamical zeta function of T . In higher dimensions the result remains true under an additional generically satis ed transversality assumption.
Introduction
We present a (partial) generalization of the one-dimensional result of Baladi and Keller 1] to the following multidimensional setting. Let (X; Z; T) be a piecewise a ne map of some compact subset X R d . By this we mean that T : X ! X can be described in the following way: Z is a nite n log max x2X #fZ 2 Z n : x 2 Zg; (1) i.e., if there is no exponential accumulation of discontinuities. This condition, though it is not always satis ed (see 6, section 2.2]), is satis ed in many cases. Especially,
. for all multi-dimensional -transformations, i.e., all maps of the form . for almost all piecewise a ne maps by 10, Theorem 1.1]. Remark 1. L is just the classical Perron-Frobenius operator for T. As T is eventually expanding, r ess (L) # < 1 = r(L) so that the spectrum of L consists of isolated eigenvalues of nite multiplicity in f : r ess (L) < j j 1g and the essential spectrum is contained in f : j j #g. Remark 2. Statement a) of Theorem 1 is only included for completeness. For d = 2 it is a special case of a result which was proved independently in 21] and, in a slightly modi ed form that we will refer to in Theorem Remark 3. Under a more restrictive expansion condition M. Mori 18, 19] characterizes the isolated eigenvalues of L acting on an invariant subspace of BV as zeroes of a symbolically de ned Fredholm determinant associated with the map. In fact, the action of L on this space is close to the action of our matrix K in Theorems 5-7.
In the next section we state a number of auxiliary results which lead in the end to the proof of this theorem. The proofs of these auxiliary results are given in sections 3{7. Remark 4. As a space of real valued functions, BV is a real vector space and must be complexi ed in order to admit the usual notion of spectrum of an operator L : BV ! BV . Since this procedure is absolutely standard, we will not mention it explicitly and also refrain from introducing an extra notation for the complexi cation. Spectral theoretic statements for operators on other spaces of real valued functions have to be interpreted in the same way.
There is another approach to the concept of variation which at rst sight might seem just less elegant, but which in some settings is technically more suitable for investigating dynamical systems, see e.g. 3, 4, 16, 20] . In our case, Saussol's 20] version of this variation (which is equivalent to that of Blank 4] ) ts favourably into our scheme of proofs. Here is its de nition: This domination of var(f) over kfk 1 will allow us to use the thermodynamical estimate below, something which we could not do with the more usual variation var(f).
Although for bounded X var(f) = 0 if and only if f = 0 m-a.e., and the same holds for var(f), it is convenient to introduce the following norms on BV and BV respectively: kfk BV := var(f) + kfk 1 ; kfk BV := var(f) + kfk 1 :
With these norms, both spaces are Banach spaces, see the above cited literature.
The rst step in the proof of Theorem 1 is to show that it su ces to prove a BV-version of The following thermodynamical estimate will be used extensively. Consider the boundaries generated by (X; Z; T): B(T) = f@T n Z : n 0 and Z 2 Z n+1 g; Remark 5. We do not know whether such a uniform estimate holds outside the piecewise a ne setting.
The next step is to construct the Markov extension of the system (X; Z; T). This is a noncompact piecewise a ne dynamical system (X;Ẑ;T) with a countable partitionẐ.X is the disjoint union of a certain family of subsets of X. Remark 6. Since we will investigate only the transfer operator associated toT and not its zeta function, we only need to de neT atm-a.e. (D; x) 2X. Periodic orbits ofT will be studied solely in terms of closed loops of the graph (D; !). Finally we relate periodic orbits for T (described in terms of (z)) and forT (described in terms of det(Id ? zK)): Theorem 7. (z) det(Id ? zK) is analytic and non-zero in fz : jzj < # ?1 g. Now Theorem 1b) and c) follow from the spectral properties collected in (2) and from the two last theorems upon observing the bound r ess #, see also Remark 2.
The proofs of the auxiliary theorems are given in the remaining sections. We have tried to write each step in as general a setting as our techniques have allowed, in order to prepare the generalization of our Main theorem to, say, generic piecewise expanding and C 1+1 dynamics.
The matrix operator and its functional determinant:
Proof of Theorem 6 We prove an abstract version of Theorem 6 for matrix operators K de ned by Markov diagrams of rather general (not necessarily a ne) piecewise invertible dynamical systems with arbitrary piecewise constant weights.
A piecewise invertible dynamical system on R d is a triple (X; Z; T) with: 1. Z a nite collection of open and bounded subsets of R d which form a partition of X in the sense that they are pairwise disjoint and that their union is a dense subset of X; We equip (X; Z; T) with a piecewise constant weight g, i.e., g is constant on each Z 2 Z. Recall that B(T) is the set of boundaries of T and that P g (B(T ); T) is its topological pressure (if g 0).
The Markov diagram D de ned below is a directed graph with a countable state set endowed with a natural projection to Z. D is de ned so as to ensure, among other things, that at most #Z arrows leave from any given vertex, that each periodic orbit has at most one lift and that its behavior at in nity is controlled by the boundary of the partition Z, especially by P jgj (B(T ); T). This is obviously the same thing as the (inverse of the) zeta function of the Markov diagram (more accurately, of the topological Markov chain de ned by it with respect to the obvious weight). Theorem 8. Let K be the matrix`1-operator de ned as above by a piecewise invertible dynamical system (X; Z; T) with piecewise constant complex weight g. Let R be given by the uniform pressure of the boundaries of T: R = exp P jgj (B(T ); T):
Assume that Z separates cylinder components. Then:
1. The spectral radius of K satis es: r(K) exp P jgj (X; T) with equality if g 0. 2. The essential spectral radius of K satis es: r ess (K) R. Theorem 6 will follow from this one using Proposition 1 and remarking that r(K) = 1 follows directly from r ess (K) # < 1 because the transfer operator preserves Lebesgue measure. Theorem 8 will be a consequence of a result from 17] recalled as Theorem 9 below, once we shall have estimated the spectral properties of K at in nity in terms of the boundary pressure.
Quasi-nuclear spectral theory. Denote and the asymptotic trace norm is:
The following statement is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.5 of 17].
Theorem 9. Let K be an arbitrary bounded linear operator on`1(N) satisfying:
(QN1) the series tr(K n ) := P i 0 K n (i; i) is absolutely convergent (and thus well-de ned) for each n 1.
(QN2) tr(jKj n ) S n for all n 1 and some constant S < 1. We remark that these follower sets depend only on the equivalence class. An immediate consequence of this de nition is:
T(fol(A ?m : : : A 0 )) \ Z j = fol(A ?m : : : A 0 Z j ) for each Z j 2 Z . Proof of Theorem 8: We begin with the proof of conclusion (1) about the spectral radius r(K). Hence we have equality in this case.
To get conclusions (2)-(4), it will be enough to apply Theorem 9. We identify D to N in a way which preserves the ltration, i.e., i(D N+1 n D N ) is an interval for each N. We abbreviate i (DN) as DN , etc.
We check conditions (QN1)-(QN3).
(QN1)-(QN2) follow from Lemma 4 as it implies that there are at most (#Z) n n-loops so that we can take: S = #Z sup jgj. For n large enough, the constant to the left of is less than e ( =2)n and the bound on r as (K) is proved.
We have to prove the same bound for t as (K). We claim that, for all n 1:
As D N+1 is nite, this will imply that t as (K) r as (K) completing the proof of the theorem.
We prove the claim. Observe rst that by Lemma 4, it is enough to sum over the -projections of the loops. Now Lemma 6 implies that for each loop over D n D N there is a path on D n D N starting from D N+1 n D N which has the same projection as the loop, except for a possible shift 0 q < n. Thus, the sum on the n-loops on DnD N is bounded by n times the sum on the n-paths on D n D N starting from D N+1 n D N . This implies t as (K) r as (K) as claimed. (This is the variation of f in x i -direction, see also (8) below.) Note that var(f)
We apply this estimate to E 2 f. Since E 2 f is constant on each cube W 2 W 2 , it is readily checked that To continue, let ' 
Summing this estimate over k = 1; : : : ; d nishes the proof of the lemma. by (9) . Remark that the support of E f is contained in an -neighborhood of X, but not necessarily in X. However L extends naturally to functions de ned on this larger domain (one keeps the same formula for the de nition of L, it just forgets the function outside X) and (9) is easily seen to remain true. Since max Z2Zn diam(Z) const n , Corollary 3 and Lemma 10 imply kf ? ( ?1 L) n E f ? h n k BV K 3 j j n kfk BV for a suitable constant K 3 > 0. As j j > #, we can choose 2 (#; j j) and conclude that f can be approximated in k:k BV by elements from BV. Hence f 2 BV. This proves (10) if k = 1 since in that case ( ?L)f = 0 2 BV. For k > 1 one proceeds by induction using that ( ?L) k?1 f 2 BV. Now (BV) is a linear subspace of (BV ), and as dim( (BV )) < 1, also dim( (BV)) < 1. Therefore (BV) is closed. As : BV ! BV is continuous, it follows that (BV) = (BV), so that in view of (10) kL n ?L n k d BV n : (11) Recall that the d BV-norm depends on a parameter 0 > 0 which we still have to choose (independently of n). We x 2 (#; 1) (and will increase it by an arbitrarily small amount, a nite number of times). We are going to prove that there is an integer M such thatL n =L nP ?Q n gives the required approximation for all large n witĥ Q nĥ =L r X Step 1: Speci c estimates for piecewise a ne or plane maps. Now for every point x 2 C there is a face F @C such that the orthogonal projection of x onto the hyperplane supporting F lies in F. This implies that, on the one hand, vol(B(@C; ) \ C) is bounded by times the area (i.e., the d ? 1-dimensional measure) of @C. But this last quantity is uniformly bounded (see, e.g., 2, 12.3.7] ).
On the other hand, vol(B(@C; ) n C) is a polynomial in with uniformly bounded coe cients (see, e.g., 2, 12.3.6 and 12.3.7] ). This proves the lemma. Finally, by Proposition 1, exp P g (B(T ); T) # for these maps.
We return to a general, piecewise expanding and C 1+1 system (X; Z; T) with weight g = 1=j det DTj 0 satisfying: 1. Z separates cylinder components.
2. the conclusions of the above Lemma 11 and Propositions 1 and 2 hold.
Step 2: Exponential contraction. Step 3: We prove that, for all large n: kL n ?L n P k d BV n :
As above, we bound the variation var. Fix 
Clearly L ! 1 as n ! 1, so we may assume that L is large. Suppose that p f = 0. We consider the case j = 1 rst, i. Recall thatL n is the nite-dimensional approximation ofL n introduced in the proof of Theorem 3.
Since g is piecewise constant, reasoning as in remark (12) shows that ?nL nf 2V . Let 2 (#; j j). 
The rst of these estimates yields at once that u 2`1(D) iff 
